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Abstract

Nowadays business growth vastly depends on computing resources but its environmental cause and effect relating to its footprints are closely monitored by regulatory bodies. To achieve business goals, data centres anticipate growth and its computing resources consume high energy that results to carbon footprints. Green IT plays an important role to address these issues by offering various Green IT initiatives through which efficiencies are met to reduce the footprints. Representation of a Green IT initiative with its business benefits gives organizations an immediate boost to choose initiatives that yields values as per their business model. This research aims to develop an EPL model considering three Green IT initiatives Energy [E], Policy [P] and Legacy [P] and reveals its business benefits.

1. Introduction

It is evident that under current economic situations businesses are under pressure and exploring ways to do more with less by applying efficiencies in all their operations. With the increasing energy costs and compliance requirements, vendors take serious measures during product development to achieve high Energy Star (Authenticates equipment’s Energy-Efficiency levels) to meet compliance and consumers requirements. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays a significant role in offering such innovative solutions to achieve businesses’ expected efficiency operations requirements, so implementing green technology is rising to top of every organization’s agenda.

There are numerous Green IT initiatives which facilitate businesses to perform in a low-carbon economy. In 2010, Europen Comission’s Green IT strategy for a sustainable Europe [16] defines the role for ICT, and its significance in Energy Management (“Smart Metering” by which consumers manage their energy consumption), Building & Construction (ICT solutions to improve the environmental and energy performance of new and existing buildings) and Transports and logistics (ICT potentials to improve the environmental and energy performance of Transports and logistics services). Businesses that underutilize their assets (equipment, building etc.) leads to a costly business problem, to avoid such problems it has to adopt efficiency in areas of business operations like energy utilization, material reusability and extension of materials useful lives. A Green IT policy which is aligned with business strategic would help organizations to bring such material efficiency and saves money and also helps organizations to reduce their carbon footprint.

Leading organization has demonstrated return on investment by adopting Green IT approaches like efficient energy management and “green computing” policies. Organizations implement solutions that offer greatest return in energy-efficiency considering their cost, technical feasibility and management support. As per the reality check by CDW [5] reveals the businesses perceptions of struggle in implementing energy efficient solutions to be greater than those who have technically implemented them in reality. For example, Lucas Films estimated 3 million kWh energy savings by selectively investing in energy-efficient equipments and software. It is evident that the Green IT initiatives make sound economic sense and also provides substantial savings.

As there are several Green IT features which could address the environmental problem but it should be selected based on [selecting them should be based on] the strategic decision of an enterprise there are tools and methodology for selecting a green technology portfolio from an environmental strategic perspective, the objective of which is to maximize the economic benefits and environmental benefits of an enterprise (International journal 2010). This EPL model analyzes there features and provides its business benefits by which organization can choose their Green IT features based on their objectives.

This paper addresses three major factors: Energy, Policy and Legacy systems their relations to achieve improved business performance. The rest of this research broadens its view into following topics: Section 2 - describes Related Work. Section 3 - E-P-L Model with their relationships; Section 4 - Analysis and Discussion; Section 5 - Conclusion.

2. Related Work

Organizations have widely accepted to adopt IT for better efficiency and streamlining production.
According to analysis the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) adoption in India’s Small and Medium enterprise (SME) found that implementing ERP was helpful to improve the performance of the company in planning operations, improved productivity and to structure the business process. Moreover, it also identified Green IT factors (Supply chain, Compliance, Efficiency, Energy and Asses Management etc.) that have strongly influenced EPR phases (Planning, Acquisition, Implementation, Usage and Production Extension) and enhanced the business process efficiency in organizations [4]. The managers is pressurized to deliver more with less budget, it can be achieved by enterprise Green IT initiatives like material efficiency, energy efficiency etc. CDW’s Energy Efficient IT reports 90 % of organizations pursuing Green IT initiatives reported favorable results and 39 % cuts energy cost by 1 % [6].

2.1. Energy Feature

ICT emissions are increasing at a rate 6% per year; with this growth rate they could represent 12% of worldwide emissions by 2020 [13]. To achieve business goals, data centres anticipate growth and it consumes high energy. Example:- an increase in processor speed at the rate of twice the speed of it would quadruples the power consumption so it is important to monitor energy requirement of data centers and its associated costs which facilitates its management with accuracy. The Data Centre energy consumption can be managed efficiently and accurately by adopting green Energy monitoring metrics like Power Usage Efficiency [PUE] to measure individual components for performance and efficiency. If the energy is monitored and managed at components level (data switches, network, storage etc.), it provides a way to makes data centres more efficient to handle energy issues to minimize carbon footprint. Energy efficiency can also be achieved at data centres by avoiding multiple conversions between alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) [17]. Earlier data centers resource was highly optimized to provide high performance for business operation until Green IT energy monitoring metrics were introduced, technologies like virtualization, cloud computing and building data centers at abundance renewable energy sources (water, solar etc.) have emerged due to energy efficiency requirements. Carbon Trust reports office equipment’s consumes 15 % of the total electricity used in office and it’s likely to increase to 30 % by 2030 [2].

With energy efficiency techniques energy consumption can be reduced. Power efficiency can be acquired with different techniques: - efficient cooling to address heat issues, power management software solutions to run PC’s with optimal power, hardware solutions such as multi-core microprocessor design and energy proportional hardware designs that reduces power usage of memory and disk-subsystems [20]. Moreover, reducing energy consumption requires Planning and Operational improvements.

Planning improvements requirements are:

- Infrastructure design should include solution like virtualization, cloud computing and building data centers at abundance renewable energy sources.
- Strategic energy efficient techniques that are used in data center should be aligned with its Green IT policy, which allows energy to be monitored and managed at components level.
- Allows data centres to cope up with ever-growing business demands.
- Analyze system performance requirements as per the business needs and its energy consumption requirements, over provisioning system for performance will quadruple the power requirements.

Operational improvements requirements are:-

- Power Usage Efficiency (PUE), which only indicates ratio of infrastructure to IT power consumption but it, does not provide information on efficiency of equipment and consumption. A significant amount of accurate sub-metering or shared load allocation is necessary to obtain the required information. However, it was used to compare dissimilar data centres efficiency between organizations, which brought ambiguities.
- An elementary framework and techniques to measure power consumption and efficiency is still in evolution stage in market.
- There is no industry standard metrics to calculate energy and carbon footprints.
- Server consolidation through which underutilized server resources can be consolidated for energy efficiency which saves energy and cost and at the same time reduces the emission of greenhouse gases.

It is advised to consolidate servers based on the workload those servers perform e.g.: Innovation Servers, Production servers and mission critical servers rather than allocating it for each business unit but it will vary depending on organizations infrastructure [21].

2.2. Policy Feature

Organizations to pursue the Green IT a well understanding of Green IT readiness of the organization is required, for evaluating its Green IT readiness; IT should have the governance to assess and facilitate the implementation of Green IT policies and strategies in an organization [8].
Implementing Green IT factors without strategy will remain only for economic reasons and provides short term benefits. It will certainly not meet financial expectations and long term sustainability. As varieties of risks affects Green IT practice at four stages :- (awareness, translation, comprehension and Green IT values) the Green IT as a policy for environmental sustainability is a must, through this industries can sustain carbon emission targets set by carbon regulatory bodies [7]. Green IT policies strategies’ decisions happening at boardroom level which integrates sustainability objectives across the entire operations using IT-enabled business processes.

The overall Green IT maturity level is low across all industries in all countries and it is due to lack of Green IT policies and practices. As per the survey (ICT Digital Literacy) the Green IT maturity level index for United Kingdom is 61.0 and The USA is 58.6 followed by Australia 53.9 – due to low level of measurement factors and India (52.0) due to lack of end user Green IT implementation. As a Green IT policy, integrating green key performance indicators into business-as-usual becomes strategic and meets policy, integrating green key performance indicators and end user Green IT implementation. As a Green IT measurement factors and India (52.0) due to lack of business problems.

With these policy approach achieved the reductions of 60,000 tons of CO2 emissions were projected from the provision of Green Policy Platform (IT Infrastructure – Server, Network Products etc), and a further 680,00 tons from Green Policy Solutions (IT Solutions – Outsourcing, Consulting).

2.3. Legacy Feature

Legacy systems expend 75% of IT maintenance budget due to challenges like unavailability of skilled personnel, hardware and software obsolescence and this is addressed by exposing legacy systems to Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The feasibility of exposing legacy system functionality as services within an SOA environment for an organization can be validated by Service Migration and Reuse Technique (SMART) processes [1]. The maintenance cost of legacy system would be between 40% and 90% of the total costs of the life cycle of the system [23]. Migrating the legacy systems to modernized and flexible technologies will yield - Reduced TCO (Total Cost Of Ownership), minimizes risk by moving off costly and outdated resources and adds value by maximizing the resource utilization of the infrastructure whereby energy efficiency is achieved. Legacy application that are retrofitted to work with modern business infrastructures, companies found that those applications costing them disproportionate amounts of their IT budgets. Most of the study shows legacy modernization effort may fail without meeting its business objectives due to its complexity, technology and resource availability. An organization that takes serious measures to meet energy efficiency criteria and budget requirements requires a predefined Green IT policy for sustainability which should link such requirements.

Retiring Legacy systems also brings energy efficiency but to measure the power consumption by legacy software systems is a challenge. However, hardware utilized by those systems leads to indirect energy consumption. Upgrading such systems to engineered software with optimized energy consumption in mind brings energy efficiency and it is mandatory for the sustainable environment. Retiring Legacy systems should be carefully addressed due to the following reasons:-

- Legacy systems that are modernized creates a conflicts in respect to end-users’ requirement and service quality until a certain brief period.
- Sometimes data rich strategic legacy systems can be modernized with respect its user friendliness’ and business priorities but without considering its efficiency with respect to environment.
- Moving legacy systems to modern and open technologies is a challenge due to outdated technology and diminishing pool of technicians.
to support legacy systems and lack of system documentation.

“Greening Legacy system” which addresses how legacy systems can be ported into a software systems which plays proactive role in energy savings and results in environmentally friendly software.

3. E-P-L Model with their relationship

This section details the impact rates of Energy, Policy and Legacy Green IT initiatives in organizations to improve business performance. Environmental and economical benefits are the strongest factors of these three Green IT initiatives.

4. Analysis and Discussion

Organization’s that took environmental issues as a business and opportunity challenge has succeeded. Even smaller companies also benefit from going to green based on “how smart use environmental strategy to innovate, create value and build competitive advantage” [9]. With this EPL model, by selecting initiatives as per their environmental effort from any of those categories business’s can alleviate environmental risks, operational costs and attain benefits.

4.1. Analysis of Energy Issue

ICT emissions are increasing at a rate 6% per year, with this growth rate they could represent 12% of worldwide emissions by 2020 [13]. At data center these issues could be addressed as per the EPL's 1.2, the energy should be monitored at components levels like data switches, network and server etc. this flexible and dynamic energy monitoring methods handles energy issues and reduces carbon foot print.

With Energy initiatives the major economic benefits are decreased electricity use, decreased consumables use. With Policy initiatives the legislation requirements for environmental can be met. Moreover, it also guides rest of the Green IT initiatives to meet the targeted benefits set by businesses. With legacy initiatives the major economic benefits is decreased future operational expenses and able to run systems in more energy efficient resources with advanced technical infrastructures.

The strong business case for many businesses to implement Green IT initiatives is the rising energy and operational cost but when choosing a Green IT initiatives there are concerns for the environment against business improvements and cost benefits. Companies vary in selecting and implementing Green IT initiatives, based on their own operations and their ability business benefits can be realized. Indeed, a well defined Green IT policy plays an important role in determining the purpose of Green IT initiatives in place and methods to achieve it. With current economic condition businesses are interested in investment if they have a solid Return On Investment (ROI) and business benefits. However, selecting an appropriate Green IT initiatives raises challenges and opportunities but it can also be stream lined once the business benefits are realized. This study has developed an E-P-L model as shown in Figure 2: to list business benefits that can be achieved from the three Green IT initiatives Energy, Policy, and Legacy.
EPL 1.1 suggests optimizing data centre’s cooling system allows business to meet soaring energy costs. The Thermal-efficient resource management shows that software driven thermal management and temperature aware workload placement brings additional energy savings but it is not fully utilized in virtualized data centres.

EPL 1.4 suggests use energy efficient resources like Energy Star compliant products, thin clients etc. all these techniques provides substantial energy savings. According to IDC the energy cost to power the servers will exceed the cost of server by next year, so energy monitoring is vital for developing energy efficient resources like core parking techniques which is adopted in operating systems which puts core into sleep when not in use, thin client (Sun Ray ultra-thin client) which consumes just 4 W instead of a PC that consumes 70W and a software base solutions citrix, VMware etc.

With EPL 1.5, in data centres energy can be optimized through technologies like virtualization and cloud computing which promotes energy efficiency and minimizes environmental impact thereby organizations can meet compliance requirements. The Microsoft research found that moving applications to cloud will cut the per user carbon footprint by 30%. According to a Pike research the cloud computing cloud lead to a 38 % reduction in world-wide data centre energy usage by 2020.

4.2. Analysis of Policy Issue

Implementing Green IT practice requires commitments from everyone to follow environmental regulations at their work and homes. When it is aligned as a policy it delivers change of behaviors across whole organization and brings commitments. It is believed that next wave of economy growth will be driven by information technologies but if combined with material and energy efficient technologies during manufacturing it has the potential to create an economy with dramatically lower environmental impact [11], “Green IT policies” that are defined should have such industrial revolution.

EPL 2.1 suggests “Select Green IT Initiative That Prevents Natural Resources, by implementing the selected Green IT initiatives through an established organization level Green IT Policy for environment provides opportunities to prevent natural resources and environments on which our well-being relies.

EPL 2.2 suggests “Implement Material Efficiency”:- with a Green IT Policy, the Green IT strategies of an organization can be clearly communicated at all levels, if material and energy efficiency are included within to minimize environmental impact which will force people to innovate and use technologies that are efficient with respect to environment.

EPL 2.3 suggest “Clearly Communicate the Green IT strategy” for example if “Energy Efficiency” has been set as a part of Green IT Policy, substantial improvements can be achieved on these areas:

- Replacing old equipments [Server, Desktops and Network Devices etc.] with energy efficient equipments. [E.g:- 1. Modern desktop consumes around 25 per cent of the power than its predecessor. 2. Modern server consumes approximately 20 per cent less energy than its predecessor]
- Improved Data Centre designs like virtualization of IT resources and adopting efficient cooling of IT resources by placing equipment is such a way that less cooling is required.
- Dynamically allocate resources servers, storage and bandwidths as per the requirements where by resource utilization can be increased to 70 to 80 % so that targeted Power Usage Efficiency (PUE) can be achieved.

EPL 2.7 “Enforce Carbon Emission Targets”:- the Green IT Policy with Carbon Emission Targets contributes towards reducing carbon emissions across the organization by the following ways:

- It defines measurement methods by which energy consumption and carbon emissions will be measured.
- It enables to set targets and provides methods to reduce ongoing carbon emission.

4.3. Analysis of Legacy Issue

In many organizations, Legacy systems are built with enriched historical information to support its businesses effectively in a competitive market. Generally, such IT systems are built by addressing the specific business needs of an organization. As these IT systems used over a period of years and proven its significance for running a success business, organizations tended to invest further on these systems. The main reasons for organizations to keep legacy systems over enterprise resource planning (EPR) systems was that “Existing Systems Works” and “Other Project Priorities [15] this prevents legacy systems to be modernized for environmental purpose and use flexible technologies. As per the NASCIO survey in 2008, in the States the modernization of legacy systems with respect to Green IT initiatives is 28%. Legacy modernization requires trade-offs and it’s multifaceted, which includes technical and organization considerations that may affect organization decision-making abilities [22]. A Green IT investment project addressing those risks will provide options to retrofit legacy systems in green Data Centres.
EPL 3.1 suggests “Transform Legacy System into Organizations Modernized Infrastructure”, the new IT resources has the ability to turn off processors and entire computers according to demand without hindering IT services as these capabilities also offered via a software update, legacy equipment can also benefit from these techniques [18].

EPL 3.2 suggests “Move legacy systems to modernized infrastructure” so that focus can be shifted to functional improvements of legacy systems instead of maintaining old energy inefficient resources at data centers just for legacy systems. As per EPL 3.3 “Decrease IT resources locked by” legacy systems consume more IT resources and its emissions will have a negative impact on the environment. Decreasing the IT resources locked by legacy systems also leads to decreased maintenance expenses and total cost of ownership (TCO) otherwise with an increase in energy cost they will become dearer to maintain.

As per EPL 3.4 “Prioritize Legacy Systems Upgrade” Measuring the power consumption by software like legacy systems is challenging, but hardware utilized for those systems leads to indirect energy consumption. However, upgrading legacy systems to engineered software with optimized energy consumption given priority results in less energy consumption and a sustainable environment.

As per EPL 3.5 “Set reasonable priorities for legacy system upgrade” Survey of National Association of State Chief Information Officers for prioritize technologies and application ranking shows Legacy application modernization falls in rank 6 [19]. Within category of improving State (Texas) Operations the Statewide rollout project TIERS (Texas integrated Eligibility Redesign System) estimated to bring $30 million annually for retiring the legacy system, this was a joint effort between policy, operation and technologies. It shows policy and technologies upgrade plays an important role in bringing business benefits.

5. Conclusion

Many organizations have realized environmental and economic benefit options must be adopted in their operations for sustainability, which encourages them to implement Green IT factors to reduce emissions in a serene way. Moreover, they are continuously monitoring their business operations for efficiency and adopting changes to reduce both capital and operational cost. This paper analyzed three Green IT factors (Energy, Policy and Legacy) derived an E-P-L model which list actions performed and correlates its output as business benefits. In addition to this, in analysis section it authenticates each of its model items and its associated environmental and economic benefits that businesses have realized.

This E-P-L model provides a simple view by which any business decides to implement the listed Green IT initiatives within each category (E-P-L), it allows them to visualize its deliverable business benefits easily. This model also illustrates how these three E-P-L Green IT initiatives are interlinked and the business benefits it yields.
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